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Performs daily husbandry tasks including administration of vitamins and medication as

directedPrepares food, provides proper nutrition and constant care of animalsMaintains a safe,

appropriate and sanitary living conditions for all animal habitatsLearns behavior

modification techniques under the supervision of more experienced colleagues. This

includes but is not limited to the training of behaviors to completion, proactively maintaining

conditioned behavior, and the ability to form relationships with assigned animals.Ensures

guests, personal, and animals’ safety through constant monitoring of the behavioral

precursors of potentially harmful behavior by both animals and people.Provides proactive

guest services through guest interactions, animal presentation and programs in the

assigned area, and responding to guest inquiries.Performs assigned roles in education and

general public programs, and guest interaction programsMakes daily observations of

animals and reports any abnormalities to the leadership teamMaintains all animal records,

equipment, area responsibilities, and communication requirements on a daily basisFunctions

as Ambassador by displaying consideration, tolerance, cooperation, open communication,

and reliability; maintains a consistent attitude, motivation, and ability to accept

feedbackEnsures all policies, guidelines, manuals and SOPs are followed at all

timesConsistently practices safe work habits including, but not limited to the use of personal

protective equipment, lifting and reporting of unsafe situationsParticipates on the required

trainings and maintains profession development and competencies Disclaimer: Drjobs.aeis

only a platform that connects job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to

conduct their own independent research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We
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always make certain that our clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus

we advise against sharing any personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you

suspect fraud or malpractice, please contact us via contact us page.Our goal is to make hiring

as easy as possible. We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each

candidate finds a job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting

and job search solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you

can upload your profile on our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our

platform gives you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to

apply for all different kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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